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A belated Happy New Year from all

Clare explained that she runs the ‘Living

here at the National Hospital. We hope

with Dementia’ programme, to which a

this

looking

number of people with dementia and their

forward to the year ahead, and that we

family members volunteer. Volunteering

will see as many of you as are able

can take multiple forms:

newsletter

finds

you

and keen to attend at the three PCA
•

Support Group meetings scheduled
for 2009 (13th March, 10th July, 12th

•

November).
•
PCA Support Group Meeting
•

21 November 2008

•

At the last group meeting in November,
we enjoyed a presentation from Clare

•

Taylor of the Alzheimer’s Society. Clare is

•

the Living with Dementia Coordinator.
She works directly with people with a

•

diagnosis of dementia, in whatever form it
takes. The key aim of her role is to

Giving presentations and raising
public awareness
Contributing articles and letters to
the Living with Dementia monthly
magazine
Lobbying MPs and commenting on
government legislation
Being interviewed by national
press and television
Recruiting and inducting new staff
at the Alzheimer's Society
Helping to make the website
easier to use
Developing information for other
people with dementia and their
families
Participating in the national
consultative body, the Living with
Dementia Working group

ensure that all people with dementia have

There is potentially a huge range of local

a voice within the Alzheimer’s Society

and national activity that people can

and in wider society. She also works to

engage in. If you would like more

champion the rights of people with

information about the scheme, please

dementia and to influence the policies

contact Clare Taylor on 020 7423 3591 or

and services that affect them.

at
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clare.taylor@alzheimers.org.uk
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News

Nick Fox, Seb Crutch and Jo Barnes.

PCA received some further welcome

This represents one of the very first

attention and coverage in the most recent

research projects dedicated to PCA to be

edition

funded in the UK.

of

the

Alzheimer’s

Society

magazine Living with Dementia. In the
article, fantasy author Terry Pratchett and

PCA factsheet

our very own Graham Doggett discuss

Thank you very much for all your

some

feedback on the factsheet ‘What is

of

their

experiences

of

and

reactions to their own PCA. In case you

posterior cortical atrophy’. Your

missed it, a copy of this article is attached

suggested improvements have been

to the end of this newsletter. Terry

added, and the sheet is due to be

Pratchett also wrote another article for a

published in print and online by the

professional journal, Advances in Clinical

Alzheimer’s Society in early 2009.

Neuroscience and Rehabilitation. This is
also attached below for your interest.

On-line blogs
Fear not, if the term on-line blog means

PhD Studentship on PCA

nothing to you! Graham Doggett has

We are delighted to announce that the

been very busy creating an internet-

Dementia Research Centre has won

based record of some of his thoughts and

funding from the Alzheimer’s Society for a

experiences regarding PCA. The blog

PhD Studentship project aimed at better

currently offers some diary excerpts and

understanding the brain changes and

copy of an article about Graham and his

visual problems experienced in PCA. The

wife Susan which appeared in The Daily

award to Manja Lehmann, who many of

Telegraph in December 2008.

you will know from our PCA Support
Group meetings, will be supervised by

As Graham says on the blog: “I wanted to
2
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create this blog to share strategies that

accomodating for someone who has

may be useful for me and others similarly

visual problems but is not blind in the

afflicted for coping with the bizarre effects

conventional way.”

of PCA - for example ways to cope with
using telephones, computers, diaries, as

You can add your own comments and

well as reading and answering printed

reflections to the blog. Graham’s blog can

letters/mail, shopping, public transport,

be found at:

dressing oneself etc and generally getting

http://pcachat.blogspot.com/

through life in a world that is not usually

Next PCA Meeting:
Friday 13 March 2009
Royal London Homeopathic Hospital Conference Suite,
60 Great Ormond Street, London, WC1N 3HR.

At the March meeting:
- Riitta Kukkastenvehmas talking about financial benefits available to those with PCA
- Question and Answer session with Prof Nick Fox and Dr Cath Mummery
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Plus, future meeting dates for your diaries:
Friday 10 July and Friday 13 November 2009
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Contact Us:
Jane Douglas

08451 555 000 x 723560 or email jdouglas@drc.ion.ucl.ac.uk

Sebastian Crutch 08451 555 000 x 723113 or email s.crutch@drc.ion.ucl.ac.uk
3
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care. It is much better to be treated within

Sharing the experience of PCA

the NHS as this opens up lines of local
In the latest in our series about sharing

support and benefits.

personal experiences of PCA, one young
carer whose mother has PCA describes

A few practical devices and ideas that

some of their story, and tells of ideas and

we have found useful:
•

strategies they have found useful in
coping with the condition.

Mum was placed under a Private General
Geriatrician for two years, but they did not
pick up on Mum’s reading and writing
going so early.

The geriatrician did

however get Mum onto Aricept very
quickly - just in time to be covered by the
NHS.

After the two years, a friend of mine

•

suggested we see Professor Fox. The
tests performed by Professor Fox and his
team really homed in on Mum’s difficulties
•

and these tests should be more widely
used to identify that people do need to be
referred to a Neurologist. I do not believe
that PCA or Alzheimer’s can be treated
successfully while within private health

4

I have had some handbands
made with a website address and
our road and postcode on them.
The website gives alternate
emergency contact details if I am
involved in an accident. The road
and postcode allows Mum to get
taxis if she gets lost. She is very
afraid of getting lost and not being
able to tell someone where she
lives. I wanted to avoid having full
details in her purse, but she would
get old addressed envelopes and
have those in her purse instead.
In the end I created a laminated
note with her full details and she
now has that in her purse.
Meditags are useful. Both Mum
and I wear one. Mine refers to a
website with alternative emergency
contact details. Mums is
registered with Meditag.
Her taxicard is very useful and
cost effective. But, always give a
note to the person as to where
they are going. The taxi drivers
want to confirm they have the right
passenger and sometimes may not
have the full details of the
destination.
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Bagging up medication on a
regular basis has helped keep tabs
on what mum has taken. I ‘bag up’
every 28 days and put out 7 days
medication at a time. This
includes all the medical medication
as well as the vitamins and
supplements. I use small Ziploc
bags that one can get at Ryman’s
or Staples and clearly label them
as ‘Monday Breakfast’ or ‘Monday
Supper’ etc.
Doro Careline Telephone plus
keypad extension key pad very
good (bought via RNIB website).
Simple, daily written/printed
reminders worth having to use
each day. Large readable fonts.
Mum often is concerned about
what is happening and when.
The speaking clock I bought from
the RNIB site has really helped.
Two presses gives the day of the
week and date.

•

•
•

are with may need help with
certain things. They are normally
happy to help where they can.
If someone is taking Mum out, I
need to ask them to ensure that
Mum is helped down stairs and
guided to the rails.

Food and shopping
•

People
•
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Try, as much as possible, to
involve close family and friends.
Mum helps a friend in a charity
shop on a regular basis and enjoys
the company. Luckily my mother’s
brother looks after Mum if I need to
go away for a weekend.
A volunteer visitor is helping Mum
read a newspaper on a weekly
basis.
Group holidays are good, but let
others know that the person you

•
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Mum likes to go to the local fish &
chip shop to get hot food. She
cannot use any cooking appliances
in the kitchen, the kettle is a
challenge, but most of the time she
manages to get some hot coffee! I
have considered Meals on Wheels
– but Mum is fairly mobile still and
enjoys her freedom. We eat our
main meal in the evening, which I
cook – I am getting better! Luckily
Mum likes cold meat and tomatoes
and I am now trying to keep the
fridge less crowded so Mum can
see what is available for lunch.
Due to reading difficulties, she is a
bit worried about the dates on
foods?
Mum is on a vitamin and
supplement regime based on
suggestions from the Brain Bio
Centre. I am not sure if they make
a difference. We have stopped
taking certain supplements for a
short time and maybe mum
deteriorated slightly – this may be
my mind playing tricks? I believe
that the supplements do
supplement her diet – her appetite
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for fruit and vegetables is not great
and hence, I believe, multivitamins at the least are
worthwhile.
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Other things to consider
•
•
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Mum is afraid of the dark now –
one needs to factor that in in any
plans or journeys.
PCA tends to be a young person’s
disease, whereas AD mostly
affects older people. Many of the
groups that Mum has tried have
comprised people much older than
herself, making her feel less
comfortable.
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